Christmas Edition 2015

Tauberschmidt’s News
Dear friends,
We would like to share with you some of this year’s
highlights.
In our last Christmas Edition we wrote about our plans
to visit Papua New Guinea (PNG) as a family. First it
looked as if our trip to PNG would not take place because it seemed impossible that all of us would be able
to take vacation from our jobs at the same time. But
finally things worked out and our dream came true.
Manuel and
Marietta were
excited to show
their spouses around at the places
where they grew up and to introduce them to old friends.
For Anne-Kristin and David everything was new, but they quickly
made friends with the local people
(pictures left and right).
Marietta and Manuel enjoyed meeting with their old friend Naomi
(picture left). They often played together when they were kids (picture
left corner).
Also with “Grandma” Alau they had
a great reunion (picture below).
When our children were small,
she often looked after them
(picture right corner).

Before the whole
family arrived in
PNG, Gerhard consultant checked the
Gospel of Luke in
Uale language for
Hope, one of his
former students at
ARILAC (Handong
Global University, South-Korea).
This year Gerhard taught his two last courses at ARILAC after teaching there for 10 years (usually
twice a year). Due to the decreasing numbers of students the two year MA programme had to be discontinued.

Gerhard tried to find a comparable teaching assignment (particularly for biblical languages and/
or exegesis) within SIL in various countries but he
was not able to find one. So he applied at the International University Liebenzell (Internationale
Hochschule Liebenzell) in Germany to teach biblical languages and was chosen among eight applicants. Now he has been teaching Koine Greek
part time since September and has been enjoying
it. He is also still with Wycliff Germany and SIL
Asia and is planning to consultant check some translated Bible books for Wycliffe India in July 2017.
At the end of October, we had to say goodbye to Gerhard’s dear mother.
She was a very special person, was always there for us and other people,
had an open house, was hospitable, generous, and patient. We will certainly miss her. She loved the Lord and can now experience what she believed.
The multiple disabled boy for whom Hiltrud cared, died in December
2015 and so her employment contract ended as well. Fortunately soon afterwards she found a new job. Since March she has been working in a primary school for children with special needs who she is assisting during
class hours.
This year there were many uncertainties, but the Lord was faithful and
worked out good solutions. Praise be to him!
We wish you a joyous Christmas and a blessed New Year,
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